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Abstract
Following the lines of the analysis done in [BPZ07, BCF07] for first-order
Go¨del logics, we present an analogous investigation for Nilpotent Minimum logic
NM. We study decidability and reciprocal inclusion of various sets of first-order
tautologies of some subalgebras of the standard Nilpotent Minimum algebra. We
establish a connection between the validity in an NM-chain of certain first-order
formulas and its order type. Furthermore, we analyze axiomatizability, undecid-
ability and the monadic fragments.
1 Introduction
Nilpotent Minimum logic (NM) is a many-valued logic firstly introduced in [EG01]:
its name is due to the fact that NM is complete w.r.t. the algebraic structure [0,1]NM =
〈[0,1],∗,⇒,min,max,0,1〉, with ∗,⇒ being Nilpotent Minimum t-norm and its residuum.
Triangular norms (t-norms) are particular types of functions, originally introduced in
the context of probabilistic metric spaces (see [SS05]), that can be used to give the se-
mantics for the conjunction connective of a many-valued logic (see [KMP00] for details
about t-norms and residua): for every continuous t-norm the associated residuum is an
operation (that can be argued to be) suitable to give the semantics for an implication
connective.
In 1998, P. Ha´jek wrote the monograph [Ha´j02a], mainly devoted to a family of
many-valued logics that is strictly connected to continuous t-norms and their residua:
in this framework are also included the famous Łukasiewicz and Go¨del logics (in the
following we will discuss more in detail about this last one).
Nilpotent Minimum t-norm, introduced in [Fod95], was an example (probably
the first one) of non-continuous but left-continuous t-norm. Left-continuous t-norms
are particularly important, since a t-norm admits a residuum if and only if it is left-
continuous ([BEG99]): this fact stimulated analysis like [EG01], where the Monoidal
t-norm based logic (MTL) was introduced, by showing that it is the logic of all left-
continuous t-norms and their residua. The logic MTL is at the basis of an ample hi-
erarchy of logics, that includes the ones introduced in [Ha´j02a], as well as Nilpotent
Minimum logic, that was presented in [EG01]. So the birth of NM was essentially due
to technical reasons: in particular, it was presented as an exemplification of a logic (of
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this framework) associated to a left-continuous t-norm. However, it is worth to point
out that this logic and the corresponding algebraic semantics offer many interesting
features, and during the years, NM and its corresponding variety have been studied
under numerous aspects. For example:
• Combinatorial aspects and description of the free algebras [AGM05, ABM07,
Bus06].
• States and connection with probability theory ([AG10]).
• Computational complexity for satisfiability and tautologicity problems ([EZLM09]).
• Connections with others non-classical logics: for example, Nelson’s constructive
logic ([BC10]).
• Extensions with truth constants, in the propositional and in the first-order case
([EGN06, FGN10, EGN10, EGN09]).
• Alternative semantics. This is a (joint) work in progress, but it is possible to give
a temporal like semantics (on the line of [AGM08, ABM09]) to NM logic. This
could be useful to show some other aspects and characteristics of this logic.
As previously argued, NM has some relation with Nelson’s logic: however, it is also
connected with a famous many-valued (and superintuitionistic) logic, namely Go¨del
logic.
Go¨del logic (G) was introduced in [Dum59] by taking inspiration from a paper by
Kurt Go¨del ([Go¨d32]). This logic was firstly defined as a superintuitionistic logic, but it
can also be axiomatized as an axiomatic extension of MTL (see [Ha´j02b, Ha´j02a]). The
algebraic semantics of G is given by a particular class of MTL-algebras (that also forms
a subvariety of Heyting algebras), called Go¨del-algebras. As pointed out in [Pre03], at
the propositional level there is only one infinite valued Go¨del logic, in the sense that
G is complete w.r.t. every infinite totally ordered Go¨del-algebra. In the first-order case
G∀, however, the situation is different and there are many infinitely-valued first-order
logics: this means that there are many totally ordered Go¨del-algebras whose set of first-
order tautologies is different w.r.t. the one of G∀. A deep analysis about first-order
Go¨del logics, and a general classification has been done in [Pre03, BPZ07, BCF07]
(see also the general survey [Pre10]): in particular, in [BPZ07, BCF07] the sets of first-
order tautologies associated to the subalgebras of [0,1]G (the standard Go¨del algebra)
have been studied and a general classification about decidability has been provided,
also for the monadic fragments.
Which is the previously cited connection, about NM and G? As shown in [Bus06],
every NM-chain is isomorphic to the connected or the disconnected rotation (see [Bus06,
Jen03]) of a Go¨del-chain: this shows how strongly related are these two varieties of al-
gebras.
We now move back to NM, and to the aim and content of this paper. Whereas
the propositional level of NM has been extensively investigated, in the first-order level
the situation is more delicate. For example, a systematic analysis like the one done in
[BPZ07, BCF07] for Go¨del logics is missing, for NM. The aim of this paper is to lay
the foundations of a study of this type.
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If we consider the logic associated to a totally ordered algebra, then over NM there
are only two different infinite-valued logics, at the propositional level: NM and NM−
(see Remark 1). At the first-order level, instead, the situation is different: there are
infinite totally ordered NM-algebras with negation fixpoint whose set of first-order
tautologies is different w.r.t. the one of [0,1]NM. In this paper we will study the sets of
first-order tautologies of some subalgebras of [0,1]NM: in particular finite NM-chains
and other four infinite NM-chains (with and without negation fixpoint). Moreover
we will find a connection between the validity, in an NM-chain, of certain first-order
formulas and its order type. Finally, we will analyze axiomatization, undecidability
and the monadic fragments.
Our investigation has been inspired by the work done for first-order Go¨del logic in
[BPZ07] and [BCF07], where a complete classification of the sets of first-order tautolo-
gies associated to Go¨del-chains (subalgebras of [0,1]G) has been given. Unfortunately,
we do not provide here a complete classification for the case of Nilpotent Minimum
chains (for this reason the title indicates “first steps”). The infinite NM-chains dis-
cussed in this paper have been chosen essentially for their relations with some particu-
larly important Go¨del chains (G↑ and G↓, see the following sections for the definitions):
as we will see, this connection will help in the study of the undecidability results.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Syntax
Nilpotent Minimum logic was introduced in [EG01], as an extension of the Monoidal t-
norm based logic (MTL): this last one is the logic at the base (in the sense that the other
logics of this family are obtained by adding axiom to it) of a framework of many-valued
logics initially introduced by Ha´jek in [Ha´j02a]. MTL was introduced in [EG01]: as
shown in [Nog06] this logic is algebraizable in the sense of [BP89] and its equivalent
algebraic semantics forms a variety (the variety of MTL-algebras). From the results of
[BP89, Nog06] it follows that also every extension of MTL (a logic obtained from it
by adding other axioms) is algebraizable in this way.
The language of MTL is based over connectives {&,∧,→,⊥} (the first three are
binary, whilst the last one is 0-ary). The notion of formula is defined in the usual way.
Useful derived connectives are the following
¬ϕ :=ϕ →⊥(negation)
ϕ ∨ψ :=((ϕ → ψ)→ ψ)∧ ((ψ → ϕ)→ ϕ)(disjunction)
ϕ ↔ ψ :=(ϕ → ψ)∧ (ψ → ϕ)(biconditional)
⊤ :=¬⊥(top)
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For reader’s convenience we list the axioms of MTL
(ϕ → ψ)→ ((ψ → χ)→ (ϕ → χ))(A1)
(ϕ&ψ)→ ϕ(A2)
(ϕ&ψ)→ (ψ&ϕ)(A3)
(ϕ ∧ψ)→ ϕ(A4)
(ϕ ∧ψ)→ (ψ ∧ϕ)(A5)
(ϕ&(ϕ → ψ))→ (ψ ∧ϕ)(A6)
(ϕ → (ψ → χ))→ ((ϕ&ψ)→ χ)(A7a)
((ϕ&ψ)→ χ)→ (ϕ → (ψ → χ))(A7b)
((ϕ → ψ)→ χ)→ (((ψ → ϕ)→ χ)→ χ)(A8)
⊥→ ϕ(A9)
As inference rule we have modus ponens:
(MP) ϕ ϕ → ψψ
Go¨del logic (G) is obtained from MTL by adding
(id) ϕ → ϕ&ϕ .
Nilpotent Minimum Logic (NM), introduced in [EG01], is obtained from MTL by
adding the following axioms:
¬¬ϕ → ϕ(involution)
¬(ϕ&ψ)∨ ((ϕ ∧ψ)→ (ϕ&ψ)).(WNM)
The notions of theory, syntactic consequence, proof are defined as usual.
2.2 Semantics
An MTL algebra is an algebra 〈A,∗,⇒,⊓,⊔,0,1〉 such that
1. 〈A,⊓,⊔,0,1〉 is a bounded lattice with minimum 0 and maximum 1.
2. 〈A,∗,1〉 is a commutative monoid.
3. 〈∗,⇒〉 forms a residuated pair: z∗ x≤ y iff z≤ x ⇒ y for all x,y,z ∈ A.
4. The following axiom hold, for all x,y ∈ A:
(Prelinearity) (x⇒ y)⊔ (y⇒ x) = 1
A totally ordered MTL-algebra is called MTL-chain.
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A G-algebra is an MTL-algebra satisfying
x = x∗ x.
It is well known (see for example [DM71, Pre03]) that in every G-chain the following
hold:
x∗ y =min(x,y)
x ⇒ y =
{
1 if x ≤ y
y Otherwise.
Some examples of G-chains are the following:
• G↑ =
〈
{1− 1
n
: n ∈N+}∪{1},∗,⇒,min,max,0,1
〉
• G↓ =
〈
{ 1
n
: n ∈N+}∪{0},∗,⇒,min,max,0,1
〉
• Gn =
〈
{0, 1
n−1 , . . . ,
n−2
n−1 ,1},∗,⇒,min,max,0,1
〉
• [0,1]G = 〈[0,1],∗,⇒,min,max,0,1〉
In particular it is easy to check (see [Pre03]) that every finite G-chain of cardinality n
is isomorphic to Gn.
An NM-algebra is an MTL-algebra that satisfies the following equations:
∼∼ x = x
∼ (x∗ y)⊔ ((x⊓ y)⇒ (x∗ y)) = 1
Where ∼ x indicates x ⇒ 0.
Moreover, as noted in [Gis03], in each NM-chain the following hold:
x∗ y =
{
0 if x ≤ n(y)
min(x,y) Otherwise.
x ⇒ y =
{
1 if x ≤ y
max(n(x),y) Otherwise.
Where n is a strong negation function, i.e. n : A → A is an order-reversing mapping
(x< y implies n(x)> n(y)) such that n(0) = 1 and n(n(x)) = x, for each x∈ A. Observe
that n(x) = x ⇒ 0 =∼ x, for each x ∈ A.
A negation fixpoint is an element x ∈ A such that n(x) = x: note that if this ele-
ment exists then it must be unique (otherwise n fails to be order-reversing). A positive
element is an x ∈ A such that x > n(x); the definition of negative element is the dual
(substitute > with <).
Concerning the finite chains, in [Gis03] it is shown that two finite NM-chains with
the same cardinality are isomorphic (see the remarks after [Gis03, Proposition 2]): for
this reason we will denote them with NMn, n being an integer greater that 1.
We now give some examples of infinite NM-chains that will be useful in the fol-
lowing: for all of them the order is given by ≤R and n(x) = 1− x.
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• NM∞ =
〈
{ 1
n
: n ∈ N+}∪{1− 1
n
: n ∈ N+},∗,⇒,min,max,0,1
〉
• NM−
∞
=
〈
{{ 1
n
: n ∈ N+}∪{1− 1
n
: n ∈ N+}} \ { 12},∗,⇒,min,max,0,1
〉
• NM′
∞
=
〈
{ 12 −
1
2n : n ∈ N
+}∪{ 12 +
1
2n : n ∈ N
+}∪{ 12},∗,⇒,min,max,0,1
〉
• NM′−
∞
=
〈
{ 12 −
1
2n : n ∈ N
+}∪{ 12 +
1
2n} : n ∈ N
+},∗,⇒,min,max,0,1
〉
• [0,1]NM = 〈[0,1],∗,⇒,min,max,0,1〉
In this last case, ∗ is called Nilpotent Minimum t-norm [Fod95]. Note that the first four
chains of the list and every finite NM-chain1 are all subalgebras of [0,1]NM.
The notion of assignment, model, satisfiability and tautology are defined as usual:
we refer to [EG01] for details.
Theorem 1 ([Pre03, Gis03]). • Every infinite Go¨del-chain is complete w.r.t. Go¨del
logic.
• Every infinite NM-chain with negation fixpoint is complete w.r.t. Nilpotent Mini-
mum logic.
Concerning the variety of NM-algebras, we have the following result:
Theorem 2 ([Gis03, Theorem 2]).
1. An NM-chain satisfies
(Sn(x0, . . . ,xn))
∧
i<n
((xi → xi+1)→ xi+1)→
∨
i<n+1
xi
if and only if it has less than 2n+ 2 elements.
2. A nontrivial NM-chain satisfies
(BP(x)) ¬(¬x2)2 ↔ (¬(¬x)2)2
if and only if it does not contain the negation fixpoint.
Remark 1. As pointed out in Theorem 1, at the propositional level there is only one
infinite-valued Go¨del logic, that is every infinite G-chain generates the whole variety
of G-algebras.
In the case of NM this is not true: indeed in [Gis03] (see also [CT06]) it is shown
that the variety generated by an infinite NM-chain without negation fixpoint corre-
sponds to the one associated to the logic NM−, i.e. NM plus BP(x). This result to-
gether with Theorem 1 imply that there are (if we restrict to the logics associated to
a totally ordered algebra) two different infinite-valued Nilpotent Minimum logic (NM
and NM−), at the propositional level.
1Since two finite NM-chains with the same cardinality are isomorphic, then we can consider NMn as
defined over the set {0, 1
n−1 , . . . ,
n−1
n−1 }.
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We now introduce a construction that allows to obtain an NM-chain starting from a
Go¨del chain. This construction is an application of the “connected rotation” introduced
in [Jen03].
Definition 1. Let A be a Go¨del chain. We can construct an NM-chain ANM in the
following way:
• ANM =B∪{ f}∪B′, where
〈
B,≤ANM
〉
= 〈A\ {0},≤A 〉 and
〈
B′ = {b′ : b ∈ B},≤ANM
〉
≃〈
B,≥ANM
〉
.
• For every x ∈ B,y ∈ B′ set x >ANM f >ANM y.
• Define a strong negation function n : ANM → ANM such that n( f ) = f , n(a) = a′
and n(b′) = b, for every a ∈ B and b′ ∈ B′.
It is easy to see that ANM has negation fixpoint f , B is the set of positive elements
and B′ the set of negative elements: note that 1 = max(B) and 1′ = min(B′) are the
maximum and minimum of ANM. The element 1′ will be called 0.
Remark 2. • An immediate consequence of Definition 1 is that 〈A,≤A 〉 is order
isomorphic to
〈
B∪{ f},≤ANM
〉
. From this fact it is easy to check that A is
complete if and only if ANM is.
• It is an exercise to check that if A = G↑, then ANM = NM∞, and if A = G↓, then
ANM =NM′∞. Moreover NM−∞ , and NM′
−
∞
are the subalgebras without negation
fixpoint of, respectively, NM−
∞
, and NM′−
∞
.
2.3 First-order Nilpotent Minimum and Go¨del Logics
In this section we present the first-order versions of NM and G, called NM∀ and G∀:
more details can be found in [EG01, Ha´j02a].
A first-order language (we restrict to countable languages) is a pair 〈P,C〉, where
P is a set of predicate symbols and C a set of constants (in general we do not need
function symbols: see [CH10] for a development in this sense): we have the “classical”
quantifiers ∀,∃. The notions of term, formula, closed formula, term substitutable in a
formula are defined like in the classical case ([CH10], [Ha´j02a]), the connectives are
those of the propositional level.
A theory is a set of closed formulas.
Let L be NM or G or an axiomatic extension of them: then its first-order version,
L∀, is axiomatized as follows:
• The axioms resulting from the axioms of L by the substitution of the proposi-
tional variables by the first-order formulas
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• The following axioms2:
(∀x)ϕ(x)→ ϕ(x/t)( t substitutable for x in ϕ(x))(∀1)
ϕ(x/t)→ (∃x)ϕ(x)( t substitutable for x in ϕ(x))(∃1)
(∀x)(ν → ϕ)→ (ν → (∀x)ϕ) (x not free in ν)(∀2)
(∀x)(ϕ → ν)→ ((∃x)ϕ → ν) (x not free in ν)(∃2)
(∀x)(ϕ ∨ν)→ ((∀x)ϕ ∨ν) (x not free in ν)(∀3)
The rules of L∀ are: Modus Ponens: ϕ ϕ→ψψ and Generalization:
ϕ
∀xϕ .
As regards to semantics, we need to restrict to L-chains: given an L-chain A, an
A-interpretation (or A-model) is a structure M = 〈M,{mc}c∈C,{rP}P∈P〉, where
• M is a non empty set.
• for each c ∈ C, mc ∈ M
• for each P ∈ P of arity3 n, rP : Mn → A.
For each evaluation over variables v : Var→M, the truth value of a formula ϕ (‖ϕ‖AM,v)
is defined inductively as follows:
• ‖P(x, . . . ,c, . . . )‖AM,v = rP(v(x), . . . ,mc, . . . )
• The truth value commutes with the connectives of L∀, i.e.
‖ϕ → ψ‖AM,v = ‖ϕ‖AM,v ⇒ ‖ψ‖AM,v
‖ϕ&ψ‖AM,v = ‖ϕ‖AM,v ∗ ‖ψ‖AM,v
‖⊥‖AM,v = 0; ‖⊤‖AM,v = 1
‖ϕ ∧ψ‖AM,v = ‖ϕ‖AM,v⊓‖ψ‖AM,v
• ‖(∀x)ϕ‖AM,v = inf{‖ϕ‖AM,v′ : v′ ≡x v, i.e. v′(y) = v(y) for all variables except for
x}
• ‖(∃x)ϕ‖AM,v = sup{‖ϕ‖AM,v′ : v′ ≡x v, i.e. v′(y) = v(y) for all variables except for
x}
if these inf and sup exist in A, otherwise the truth value is undefined.
A model M is called A-safe if all inf e sup necessary to define the truth value of
each formula exist in A. In this case, the truth value of a formula ϕ over an A-safe
model is
‖ϕ‖AM = inf{‖ϕ‖AM,v : v : Var → M}
2For the case of NM∀, in [CH10, theorems 2.31 and 2.32] it is showed that the axioms (∃1) and (∃2) are
redundant: to maintain the notation of [EG01] we give the full list.
3If P has arity zero, then rP ∈ A.
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Note that if A is a standard algebra or has a lattice-reduct that is a complete lattice, then
each A-model is safe; obviously each finite A-model (M finite) is safe.
Finally, the notions of completeness are defined analogously to propositional level,
with the difference that, with the notation |=A ϕ , we mean that ‖ϕ‖AM = 1, for each safe
A-interpretation M.
Theorem 3 ([Ha´j02a, Theorem 5.3.3],[EG01, theorem 9]). Let L ∈ {NM,G}. For each
theory T and formula ϕ it holds that
T |=L∀ ϕ iff T |=[0,1]L ϕ .
Remark 3. Henceforth we will assume that the first-order language (of the type spec-
ified in the previous section) is fixed.
3 First-order Nilpotent Minimum logics
In this section we study and compare the sets of (first-order) tautologies associated to
four different infinite NM-chains (NM∞, NM′∞, NM−∞ , NM′−∞), and to the finite ones.
The choice of the four infinite chains, as explained in Remark 2, is due to their relations
with the Go¨del chains G↑ and G↓: as we will see in Section 3.1 this connection will
help in the analysis of decidability problems.
Let A be an NM-chain: with the notation TAUTA ∀ we will denote the first-order
tautologies of A .
Theorem 4. For every NM-chain A it holds that TAUT[0,1]NM∀ ⊆ TAUTA ∀.
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 3 and chain completeness theorem for NM∀ (see
[EG01, theorem 7]).
A general result, concerning the subalgebras of [0,1]NM, is the following.
Proposition 1. Let V,W be the universes of two subalgebras V ,W of [0,1]NM (i.e.
V,W are two subsets of [0,1] closed w.r.t. n(x) = 1− x). If V ⊆W, then TAUTW ∀ ⊆
TAUTV ∀.
Proof. Let φ be the identity mapping over W , restricted to V : from the way in which
the operations of an NM-chain are defined, an easy check shows that φ is a complete
embedding (i.e. it preserves all inf and sup) from V to W . From this fact, if ‖ϕ‖VM,v =
α < 1, then we can easily construct a model M′ such that ‖ϕ‖WM′,v = α .
Now we analyze the differences between the (first-order) tautologies of [0,1]NM
and those of the other four infinite chains that we have introduced.
Theorem 5. 1. TAUTNM∞∀ ⊂ TAUTNM−∞ ∀, TAUTNM′∞∀ ⊂ TAUTNM′−∞∀.
2. TAUT[0,1]NM∀ ⊂ TAUTNM∞∀, TAUT[0,1]NM∀ ⊂ TAUTNM′−∞∀ and TAUTNM∞∀ 6=
TAUTNM′
∞
∀.
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Proof. 1. Immediate from Proposition 1 and Theorem 2.
2. We show that the formula
(*) (∀x)(ϕ(x)&ν)↔ ((∀x)ϕ(x)&ν)
where x does not occurs freely in ν , is a tautology for NM∞ and NM′−∞ , but it
fails in NM′
∞
(and hence, from Theorem 4, it fails in [0,1]NM).
First of all we show that (*) fails in NM′
∞
. Consider the formula (∀x)(P(x)&p)↔
((∀x)P(x)&p), where p is a predicate of arity zero. Construct a model M (that is
necessarily safe, since NM′
∞
is complete) such that its domain M is ( 12 ,1]∩NM′∞,
p is interpreted as 12 and rP(m) = m, for each m ∈ M. An easy check shows that
‖(∀x)(P(x)&p)↔ ((∀x)P(x)&p)‖NM
′
∞
M =
1
2 and hence NM
′
∞
6|= (∗).
Now we show that NM∞ |= (∗). We have to check that, for each W ⊆ NM∞
(observe that NM∞ is a complete lattice) and y ∈ NM∞, it holds that infw∈W (w∗
y) = inf(W ) ∗ y. Note that, if W has minimum m, then inf(W ) ∗ y = m ∗ y =
infw∈W (w ∗ y). Suppose then that W has infimum but not minimum: an easy
check shows that inf(W ) = 0. In this last case we have that inf(W ) ∗ y = 0 =
infw∈W (w∗ 1)≥ infw∈W (w∗ y).
Finally we analyze NM′−
∞
. We have to show that infw∈W{w∗x}= inf(W )∗x, for
each W ⊆ NM′−
∞
and x ∈ NM′−
∞
, when these inf exist. If W has a minimum, say
m, then infw∈W{w∗ x}= m∗ x = inf(W )∗ x; if W does not have minimum, then
it does not have inf and we are not interested to this case.
Lemma 1. Let A be an NM-chain: an element a does not have predecessor4 (succes-
sor) if and only if n(a) does not have successor (predecessor).
Proof. Immediate from the properties of the negation.
Consider now the following formulas:
(∃x)(ϕ(x)→∀yϕ(y))C↑
(∃x)(∃yϕ(y)→ ϕ(x)).C↓
Their names are due to the fact that, in the context of Go¨del logics they are equivalent
to ask, respectively, over a Go¨del-chain that “every infimum is a minimum”, and “every
supremum is a maximum”: see [BPZ07] for details.
Theorem 6. The formulas C↑ and C↓ hold in every NM-chain A in which every element
of A \ {0,1} has a predecessor in A . They both fail in any other NM-chain.
4An element x ∈ A has a predecessor if there is an element p ∈ A such that p < x and there are no other
elements between p and x (i.e. there is no c ∈ A such that p < c < x). The notion of successor is defined
dually.
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Proof. Let B be an NM-chain that has an element x ∈B \ {0,1} without predecessor
in B.
Consider the set W = {w∈B : w< x}: direct inspection shows that supw∈W{sup(W )⇒
w}= supw∈W{x⇒ w}= supw∈W{max(n(x),w)} < 1. This shows that B 6|=C↓.
From Lemma 1 we know that n(x) does not have successor. Construct the set
W = {w ∈ B : w > n(x)}: direct inspection shows that supw∈W{w ⇒ inf(W )} =
supw∈W{w⇒ n(x)}= supw∈W{max(n(w),n(x))} < 1. This shows that B 6|= C↑.
Let A be any NM-chain in which every element of A \ {0,1} has a predecessor
in A : it follows that every element of A \ {0,1} has predecessor and successor in A .
We have to check that supw∈W{w⇒ inf(W )} = 1 and supw∈W{sup(W )⇒ w}= 1, for
every W in which these inf and sup exist. If W has minimum m, then supw∈W{w ⇒
inf(W )}=m⇒m= 1; if W has maximum n, then supw∈W{sup(W )⇒w}= n⇒ n= 1.
If W has infimum, but not minimum, then inf(W ) = 0 and supw∈W{w ⇒ inf(W )} =
supw∈W{n(w)}= 1. Finally, if W has supremum, but not maximum, then sup(W ) = 1
and supw∈W{sup(W )⇒ w}= supw∈W{1 ⇒ w}= 1.
Corollary 1.
• C↓ and C↑ belong to TAUTNM∞∀, TAUTNM−∞ ∀, TAUTNM′−∞∀ and TAUTNMn∀, for
every 1 < n < ω .
• C↓ and C↑ fail in [0,1]NM and NM′∞.
Remark 4. Continuing with the analogies with Go¨del logic, it can be showed (see
[BPZ07] and [BLZ96]) that C↓ and C↑ are tautologies in G↑ and in every finite Go¨del
chain, whilst G↓ 6|=C↑ and G↓ |=C↓. Both the formulas fail in G∀ (see [BLZ96]).
We prosecute our analysis of first-order tautologies with the following
Theorem 7. Let ϕ be an NM∀ formula. For every integer n > 1 and every even integer
m > 1 it holds that
• If NMn 6|= ϕ , then NM∞ 6|= ϕ and NM′∞ 6|= ϕ .
• If NMm 6|= ϕ , then NM−∞ 6|= ϕ and NM′−∞ 6|= ϕ .
Proof. It is enough to show that NMn →֒NM∞, NMn →֒NM′∞, NMm →֒NM−∞ , NMm →֒
NM′−
∞
preserving all inf and sup.
We begin with the case of NM∞.
Let 0 = c1 < c2 < · · ·< cn = 1 be the elements of NMn: consider a map φ such that
• φ(c1) = 0 and φ(cn) = 1.
• If NMn has a fixpoint f , then φ( f ) = 12 .
• Let ck be the least positive element: we set φ(c j) = 1− 13+( j−k) for every cn >
c j ≥ ck.
• Let ch be the greatest negative element: we set φ(ci) = 13+(h−i) for every c1 <
ci ≤ ch.
A direct inspection shows that φ is an embedding from the two chains. Moreover,
since NMn is finite, then for each W ⊆ NMn, φ(inf(W )) = φ(min(W )) = min(φ(W ));
analogously for sup.
Concerning the case of NM′
∞
we have only to modify the map φ and the proof
proceeds analogously to the previous case.
Let 0 = c1 < c2 < · · · < cn = 1 be the elements of NMn: consider a map φ ′ such
that
• φ ′(c1) = 0 and φ ′(cn) = 1.
• If NMn has a fixpoint f , then φ ′( f ) = 12 .
• Let ck be the greatest positive element of NM′∞ \ {1}: we set φ ′(c j) = 12 +
1
2(2+k− j) for every cn > ck ≥ c j.
• Let ch be the least negative element of NM′∞ \ {0}: we set φ ′(ci) = 12 − 12(2+i−h)
for every c1 < ch ≤ ci.
Finally the proofs for NM−
∞
and NM′−
∞
are identical to the previous ones, except for the
absence of the negation fixpoint.
Corollary 2. For every integer n> 1 we have TAUT[0,1]NM∀⊂ TAUTNMn∀, TAUTNM∞∀⊂
TAUTNMn∀, TAUTNM′∞∀ ⊂ TAUTNMn∀. Moreover, if n is even, then TAUTNM−∞ ∀ ⊂
TAUTNMn∀, TAUTNM′−
∞
∀ ⊂ TAUTNMn∀.
Proof. From Theorems 4 and 7 we have the non-strict inclusions. To prove the strict-
ness, direct inspection shows that the formula
∨
0<i<n(pi → pi+1) (where each pi is a
predicate of arity zero) is a first-order tautology of NMn, but it fails in every infinite
NM-chain.
Differently from the results of [BPZ07] for Gn, it cannot be showed that TAUTNMn+1∀⊂
TAUTNMn∀. Indeed, if NMn has negation fixpoint, then (see Theorem 2) NMn 6|=
¬(¬p2)2 ↔ (¬(¬p)2)2, where p is a predicate of arity zero. However NMn+1 |=
¬(¬p2)2 ↔ (¬(¬p)2)2.
Note that if both the chains are with (without) negation fixpoint, then the previous
problem disappear; note also that NMn has negation fixpoint if and only if n is odd.
Hence, we have the following
Theorem 8. For each pair of integers m,n such that 1 < m < n, if m,n are both even
(odd), then TAUTNMn∀ ⊂ TAUTNMm∀.
Proof. It is enough to check that NMm →֒ NMn, preserving all inf and sup. Take an
injective map φ from the lattice reduct of NMm to the one of NMn such that:
• φ(0) = 0, φ(1) = 1.
• if NMm,NMn have negation fixpoints f , f ′, then φ( f ) = f ′.
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• φ maps all the positive elements of NMm into the ones of NMn, preserving the
order. That is, for every x,y ∈ NM+m with x < y it holds that φ(x),φ(y) ∈ NM+n
and φ(x)< φ(y).
• for every negative element x ∈ NM−m , φ(x) = 1−φ(1− x).
An easy check shows that φ is an embedding that preserves all inf and sup. This shows
that TAUTNMn∀ ⊆ TAUTNMm∀.
To conclude, note that NMm |=
∨
0<i<m(pi → pi+1), but NMn 6|=
∨
0<i<m(pi →
pi+1): hence TAUTNMn∀ ⊂ TAUTNMm∀.
Moreover, by inspecting the previous proof, we obtain
Corollary 3. For every even integer n > 1, it holds that TAUTNMn+1∀ ⊂ TAUTNMn∀.
In [BPZ07] it is shown that the first-order tautologies of G↑ are the first-order for-
mulas valid in all finite Go¨del-chains. We will show that, under this point of view,
NM∞ plays the same role of G↑: that is TAUTNM∞∀=
⋂
n≥2 TAUTNMn∀.
We start with the following lemma, that says that if an NM∞-model assigns to the
atomic formulas truth values between a value α and its negation, then the same holds
for every other formula.
Lemma 2. Let M =
〈
M,{rp}p∈P,{mc}c∈C
〉
be an NM∞-model. For α ∈ NM∞, con-
sider the NM∞-model Mα =
〈
M,{r′p}p∈P,{mc}c∈C
〉
such that, for each atomic formula
ψ and every evaluation v
(m) ‖ψ‖Mα ,v =


1 if ‖ψ‖M,v > |α|
0 if ‖ψ‖M,v < n(|α|)
‖ψ‖M,v otherwise
Where |α|= max(α,n(α)).
Then (m) holds for every first-order formula ϕ .
Proof. By structural induction. Since Mα and Mn(α) define the same model we will
assume, without loss of generality, that α ≥ 12 (otherwise we set α = n(α)).
• If ϕ is atomic or ⊥, then there is nothing to prove.
• ϕ := ψ ∧ χ and the claim holds for ψ and χ . First of all note that ‖ψ ∧ χ‖M,v =
min(‖ψ‖M,v,‖χ‖M,v) and ‖ψ ∧χ‖Mα ,v = min(‖ψ‖Mα ,v,‖χ‖Mα ,v): from the in-
duction hypothesis, if ‖ψ‖M,v = ‖χ‖M,v, then the lemma holds.
For the other cases, note that if ‖ψ‖M,v < ‖χ‖M,v (>), then ‖ψ‖Mα ,v ≤ ‖χ‖Mα ,v
(≥). Suppose that ‖ψ‖M,v < ‖χ‖M,v. If ‖ψ‖Mα ,v < ‖χ‖Mα ,v then, applying the
induction hypothesis, we have the result. The other case is ‖ψ‖Mα ,v = ‖χ‖Mα ,v ∈
{0,1}: clearly either ‖χ‖M,v < n(α) or ‖ψ‖M,v > α . Again, applying the induc-
tion hypothesis, the claim follows.
• ϕ := ψ&χ and the claim holds for ψ and χ . We have two cases:
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– ‖ϕ‖M,v = 0: this happens if and only if ‖ψ‖M,v ≤ n(‖χ‖M,v). Direct in-
spection shows that this implies ‖ψ‖Mα ,v ≤ n(‖χ‖Mα ,v) and hence ‖ϕ‖Mα ,v =
0.
– ‖ϕ‖M,v = min(‖ψ‖M,v,‖χ‖M,v)> 0: this happens if and only if ‖ψ‖M,v >
n(‖χ‖M,v).
If ‖ψ‖M,v < n(α) then ‖ϕ‖M,v < n(α) and ‖ψ‖Mα ,v = 0 = ‖ϕ‖Mα ,v.
If n(α) ≤ ‖ψ‖M,v ≤ α , then ‖ψ‖M,v = ‖ψ‖Mα ,v and n(‖χ‖M,v) < α: if
n(α)≤ n(‖χ‖Mα ,v), then ‖ϕ‖M,v = ‖ϕ‖Mα ,v, otherwise n(‖χ‖M,v)< n(α),
‖χ‖M,v > α and hence ‖ϕ‖M,v = ‖ψ‖M,v = ‖ϕ‖Mα ,v, since ‖χ‖Mα ,v = 1,
due to the induction hypothesis.
Finally, suppose that ‖ψ‖M,v >α . We have that ‖ψ‖Mα ,v = 1: if n(‖χ‖M,v)>
α , then ‖χ‖M,v < n(α) and hence ‖ϕ‖M,v = ‖χ‖M,v, from which we have
‖χ‖Mα ,v = 0= ‖ϕ‖Mα ,v. If n(α)≤ n(‖χ‖M,v)≤α , then the same holds for
‖χ‖M,v and we have ‖ϕ‖M,v = ‖χ‖M,v = ‖χ‖Mα ,v = ‖ϕ‖Mα ,v. If n(‖χ‖M,v)<
n(α), then ‖χ‖M,v > α and hence ‖χ‖Mα ,v = ‖ψ‖Mα ,v = 1 = ‖ϕ‖Mα ,v.
• ϕ := ψ → χ and the claim holds for ψ and χ . We have two cases.
– ‖ψ‖M,v ≤ ‖χ‖M,v: as we have already noticed, this implies ‖ψ‖Mα ,v ≤
‖χ‖Mα ,v and we have that ‖ϕ‖M,v = 1 = ‖ϕ‖Mα ,v.
– ‖ψ‖M,v > ‖χ‖M,v: it is not difficult to check that ‖ψ‖Mα ,v ≥ ‖χ‖Mα ,v.
If the equality holds, then ‖ψ‖Mα ,v = ‖χ‖Mα ,v ∈{0,1} and either ‖χ‖M,v >
α or ‖ψ‖M,v < n(α): in both the cases ‖ϕ‖M,v =max(n(‖ψ‖M,v),‖χ‖M,v).
If ‖χ‖M,v > α , then n(‖ψ‖M,v) < n(α) and ‖ϕ‖M,v = ‖χ‖M,v > α: from
these facts we have ‖ψ‖Mα ,v = ‖χ‖Mα ,v = 1= ‖ϕ‖Mα ,v. If ‖ψ‖M,v < n(α),
then n(‖ψ‖M,v),‖ϕ‖M,v > α and from the induction hypothesis we have
‖ψ‖Mα ,v = 0 = ‖χ‖Mα ,v and ‖ϕ‖Mα ,v = 1.
The last case is ‖ψ‖Mα ,v > ‖χ‖Mα ,v: we have that ‖ϕ‖M,v =max(n(‖ψ‖M,v),‖χ‖M,v)
and ‖ϕ‖Mα ,v = max(n(‖ψ‖Mα ,v),‖χ‖Mα ,v).
There are two subcases.
n(‖ψ‖M,v)> ‖χ‖M,v: clearly ‖ϕ‖M,v = n(‖ψ‖M,v). If n(α)≤‖ψ‖M,v≤
α , then we have that ‖ψ‖M,v = ‖ψ‖Mα ,v, n(‖ψ‖M,v) = n(‖ψ‖Mα ,v) and
‖ϕ‖Mα ,v = ‖ϕ‖M,v = n(‖ψ‖M,v) (noting that ‖χ‖Mα ,v ≤ ‖χ‖M,v, since
‖ψ‖Mα ,v > ‖χ‖Mα ,v). If ‖ψ‖M,v > α , then ‖ψ‖Mα ,v = 1, n(‖ψ‖M,v) <
n(α) and n(‖ψ‖Mα ,v) = 0: from these facts and the hypothesis we ob-
tain n(α) > ‖ϕ‖M,v = n(‖ψ‖M,v) > ‖χ‖M,v and hence ‖ϕ‖Mα ,v = 0 =
n(‖ψ‖Mα ,v) = ‖χ‖Mα ,v. The last case is ‖ψ‖M,v < n(α): we have that
‖ϕ‖M,v = n(‖ψ‖M,v)> α and hence 1 = n(‖ψ‖Mα ,v) = ‖ϕ‖Mα ,v.
‖χ‖M,v > n(‖ψ‖M,v): we proceed analogously with the previous case.
• ϕ := (∀x)ψ(x) and the claim holds for ψ(x): this means that, from the induc-
tion hypothesis, for every v′ ≡x v we have that (m) holds for ‖ψ(x)‖M,v′ and
‖ψ(x)‖Mα ,v′ .
We distinguish three cases.
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– ‖(∀x)ψ(x)‖M,v < n(α). Clearly there exists a v′≡x v such that ‖ψ(x)‖M,v′ <
n(α) and hence, applying the induction hypothesis, we have ‖ψ(x)‖Mα ,v′ =
0 = ‖(∀x)ψ(x)‖Mα ,v.
– ‖(∀x)ψ(x)‖M,v > α . Clearly for each v′ ≡x v it holds that ‖ψ(x)‖M,v′ >
α , ‖ψ(x)‖Mα ,v′ = 1 (due to the induction hypothesis) and hence we have
‖(∀x)ψ(x)‖Mα ,v = 1.
– n(α) ≤ ‖(∀x)ψ(x)‖M,v ≤ α . We have that ‖ψ(x)‖M,v′ ≥ n(α) for every
v′ ≡x v. Moreover there is at least a v′′ ≡x v such that ‖ψ(x)‖M,v′′ ≤ α: due
to the induction hypothesis for every such v′′ we have that ‖ψ(x)‖Mα ,v′′ =
‖ψ(x)‖M,v′′ . Applying again the induction hypothesis we have that ‖(∀x)ψ(x)‖Mα ,v =
‖(∀x)ψ(x)‖M,v.
We do not analyze the case ϕ := (∃x)ψ(x), since the two quantifiers are inter-definable,
in NM∀, as in classical logic (see [CH10, theorem 2.31]).
Remark 5. It is not difficult to see that the previous lemma holds even for [0,1]NM,
using the same proof.
Theorem 9. TAUTNM∞∀=
⋂
n≥2 TAUTNMn∀.
Proof. The fact that TAUTNM∞∀ ⊆
⋂
n≥2 TAUTNMn∀ follows from Corollary 2.
Concerning the reverse inclusion, suppose that ‖ϕ‖NM∞M,v = α < 1. Take α < β < 1:
due to Lemma 2 it is easy to check that ‖ϕ‖NM∞Mβ ,v ≤ α . Since Mβ uses only a finite
number of truth values, it is easy to construct a model M′β (starting from Mβ and
modifying the range of the various r′P’s) over an appropriate NMk such that ‖ϕ‖NMkM′β ,v =
‖ϕ‖NM∞Mβ ,v.
We now introduce a family of NM-chains that will be useful to give an equivalent
characterization of TAUT[0,1]NM∀.
For α ∈ (0,1), let Aα be the NM-chain defined over the universe [1− |α|, |α|]∪
{0,1} and n(x) = 1−x (recall that |α|=max(|α|,n(|α|))): observe that Aα and An(α)
are isomorphic and every chain of this type forms a complete lattice.
Due to Remark 5 and Theorem 4, with a proof very similar to the one of Theorem 9,
we obtain the following result: this is - mutatis mutandis - the analogous of Theorem 9
for [0,1]NM and the family of NM-chains previously introduced.
Theorem 10. TAUT[0,1]NM∀=
⋂
α∈(0,1)TAUTAα∀.
In classical (first-order) logic every formula can be written in prenex normal form:
this is because the so called “quantifiers shifting laws” hold. For Nilpotent Minimum
logic the situation is different: indeed, as shown in Theorem 5 some quantifier shifting
laws fail in NM∀. One can ask which is the situation for the NM-chains, about these
formulas.
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The following theorem shows a characterization of the validity of these shifting
laws in terms of the order type of an NM-chain.
Theorem 11. Consider the following formulas:
(∀x)(ϕ(x)∧ν)↔ ((∀x)ϕ(x)∧ν)(1)
(∃x)(ϕ(x)∧ν)↔ ((∃x)ϕ(x)∧ν)(2)
(∀x)(ϕ(x)∨ν)↔ ((∀x)ϕ(x)∨ν)(3)
(∃x)(ϕ(x)∨ν)↔ ((∃x)ϕ(x)∨ν)(4)
(∀x)(ϕ(x)∧ψ(x))↔ ((∀x)ϕ(x)∧ (∀x)ψ(x))(5)
(∃x)(ϕ(x)∧ψ(x))↔ ((∃x)ϕ(x)∧ (∃x)ψ(x))(6)
(∀x)(ϕ(x)∨ψ(x))↔ ((∀x)ϕ(x)∨ (∀x)ψ(x))(7)
(∃x)(ϕ(x)∨ψ(x))↔ ((∃x)ϕ(x)∨ (∃x)ψ(x))(8)
(∃x)(ϕ(x)&ν)↔ ((∃x)ϕ(x)&ν)(9)
(∃x)(ϕ(x)&ψ(x))↔ ((∃x)ϕ(x)&(∃x)ψ(x))(10)
(∀x)(ϕ(x)→ ν)↔ ((∃x)ϕ(x)→ ν)(11)
(∀x)(ν → ϕ(x))↔ (ν → (∀x)ϕ(x))(12)
¬(∃x)ϕ(x)↔ (∀x)¬ϕ(x)(13)
¬(∀x)ϕ(x)↔ (∃x)¬ϕ(x)(14)
(∀x)(ϕ(x)&ν)↔ ((∀x)ϕ(x)&ν)(15)
(∀x)(ϕ(x)&ψ(x))↔ ((∀x)ϕ(x)&(∀x)ψ(x))(16)
(∃x)(ϕ(x)→ ν)↔ ((∀x)ϕ(x)→ ν)(17)
(∃x)(ν → ϕ(x))↔ (ν → (∃x)ϕ(x))(18)
where x does not occurs freely in ν . We have that
• The formulas (1)-(14) hold in every NM-chain.
• The formulas (15)-(18) hold in every NM-chain A in which every element of
A \ {0,1} has a predecessor in A , and fail to hold in any other NM-chain.
Proof. A direct inspection.
Corollary 4.
• The formulas (1)-(18) belong to TAUTNM∞∀, TAUTNM−∞ ∀, TAUTNM′−∞∀ and TAUTNMn∀,for every 1 < n < ω .
• The formulas (1)-(14) belong to TAUT[0,1]NM∀ and TAUTNM′∞∀.
• The formulas (15)-(18) fail in [0,1]NM and NM′∞.
Finally, we summarize relationship (in terms of reciprocal inclusion) between the
sets of tautologies of the NM-chains studied.
Theorem 12. For every integer n > 1 and every even integer m > 1
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1. TAUT[0,1]NM∀=
⋂
α∈(0,1)TAUTAα∀.
2. TAUT[0,1]NM∀ ⊂ TAUTNM∞∀ ⊂ TAUTNMn∀.
3. TAUTNM∞∀⊂ TAUTNM−∞ ∀⊂ TAUTNMm∀, TAUTNM′∞∀⊂ TAUTNM′−∞∀⊂ TAUTNMm∀.
4. TAUT[0,1]NM∀ ⊆ TAUTNM′∞∀ ⊂ TAUTNMn∀.
5. TAUTNM′
∞
∀ 6= TAUTNM∞∀=
⋂
n≥2 TAUTNMn∀ and hence TAUTNM′∞∀⊂ TAUTNM∞∀.
This theorem can be improved: indeed in the next section we will show that TAUTNM′
∞
∀
is not recursively enumerable. As a consequence, we have that TAUT[0,1]NM∀⊂ TAUTNM′∞∀.
3.1 Axiomatizability and undecidability
In this section we study if the sets of first-order tautologies associated to the NM-
chains till introduced are axiomatizable or not: that is, we investigate if, given one of
the previous NM-chains, there is a logic that is complete w.r.t. it. As we will see, it will
be the case only for finite NM-chains: for the other chains we will have undecidability
results (the set of first-order tautologies will be not recursively axiomatizable) and one
open problem.
From [Gis03, Theorem 3] we can state
Theorem 13. For every integer n ≥ 1
• Let LNM2n be the logic obtained from NM with the axioms Sn(x0, . . . ,xn) and
BP(x) (see Theorem 2). Then LNM2n is complete w.r.t. NM2n.
• Let LNM2n+1 be the logic obtained from NM with the axiom Sn(x0, . . . ,xn). Then
LNM2n+1 is complete w.r.t. NM2n+1.
As regards to the first-order version of these logics, we have
Theorem 14. For each integer n > 1 and each NM∀ formula ϕ ,
LNMn∀ ⊢ ϕ iff NMn |= ϕ
Proof. The soundness follows from the chain-completeness for axiomatic extensions
of MTL∀ (see [EG01]).
For the completeness, note that each LNMn-chain has at most n elements (this
follows from the axiomatization of LNMn and Theorem 2). Moreover, it easy to see
that every LNMn-chain embeds into NMn preserving all inf and sup. To conclude, from
chain completeness theorems and the previous results we have that if LNMn∀ 0 ϕ , then
NMn 6|= ϕ .
For the case of the infinite NM-chains, we need some other machinery.
We now introduce a translation ∗ between first-order formulas, and we will show
that, given a Go¨del-chain A and a formula ϕ , A |= ϕ if and only if ANM |= ϕ∗. This
fact will be fundamental to show some undecidability results, for some of the infinite
NM-chains discussed in this paper. For one of them (NM′−
∞
), however, the decidability
remains an open problem.
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Definition 2. Let ϕ be a formula. We define ϕ∗, inductively, as follows:
• If ϕ is atomic, then ϕ∗ := ϕ2.
• If ϕ :=⊥, then ϕ∗ :=⊥.
• If ϕ := ψ ∧ χ , then ϕ∗ := ψ∗∧ χ∗.
• If ϕ := ψ&χ , then ϕ∗ := ψ∗&χ∗.
• If ϕ := ψ → χ , then ϕ∗ := (ψ∗→ χ∗)2.
• If ϕ := (∀x)χ , then ϕ∗ := ((∀x)χ∗)2.
Lemma 3. Let ϕ ,A ,M =
〈
M,〈mc〉c∈C ,〈rP〉P∈P
〉
be a formula, an NM-chain (call
A + the set of its positive elements) and a safe A -model. Construct an A -model
M+ =
〈
M,〈mc〉c∈C ,〈r′P〉P∈P
〉
such that, for every evaluation v and atomic formula ψ
‖ψ‖AM+,v =
{
‖ψ‖AM,v if ‖ψ‖AM,v ∈A +
0 otherwise.
Then ‖ϕ∗‖AM,v = ‖ϕ∗‖AM+,v, for every v.
Proof. By structural induction over ϕ : if ϕ :=⊥ the claim is immediate. If ϕ is atomic,
then ϕ∗ := ϕ2 and the claim easily follows from the definition of M+.
If ϕ := ψ ◦ χ , with ◦ ∈ {∧,&,→}, then the claim follows from the induction hy-
pothesis over ψ and χ .
Finally, if ϕ := (∀x)χ , then by the induction hypothesis ‖χ∗‖AM,w = ‖χ∗‖AM+,w, for
every w≡x v and hence ‖ϕ∗‖AM,v = ‖ϕ∗‖AM+,v.
Theorem 15. Let ϕ be a formula and A be an NM-chain.
1. A |= ϕ∗ iff ‖ϕ∗‖AM+,v, for every safe A -model M and evaluation v.
2. Let B be a complete NM-chain without negation fixpoint: call B f its version
with negation fixpoint f . It holds that
B |= ϕ∗ iff B f |= ϕ∗.
Proof. 1. Immediate from Lemma 3.
2. Due to 1 it is enough to check that ‖ψ‖B fM+,v 6= f , for every formula ψ and every
A -model M and evaluation v. This can be done by induction over ψ .
• If ψ is atomic or ⊥ the claim is immediate.
• If ψ := θ ◦χ , with ◦∈ {∧,&,→}, then the claim follows from the induction
hypothesis over θ and χ .
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• Finally, if ψ := (∀x)χ , then by the induction hypothesis ‖χ‖B fM,w 6= f , for
every w ≡x v: if ‖χ‖B
f
M,w < f , for some w ≡x v, then ‖(∀x)χ‖B
f
M,v < f .
Suppose that ‖χ‖B fM,w > f , for every w ≡x v: moreover, by contradiction,
assume that ‖(∀x)χ‖B fM,v = infw≡xv{‖χ‖B
f
M,w} = f . This means that the set
of positive elements of B does not have infimum, in contrast with the hy-
pothesis that B is complete.
Theorem 16. Let ϕ be a formula, and A be a Go¨del chain. Consider a safe A -model
M =
〈
M,〈mc〉c∈C ,〈rP〉P∈P
〉
: construct an ANM-model M′ =
〈
M,〈mc〉c∈C ,〈r′P〉P∈P
〉
such that, for every evaluation v and atomic formula ψ
‖ψ‖AM,v = ‖ψ‖ANMM′,v .
Then for every evaluation v we have
‖ϕ‖AM,v = ‖ϕ∗‖
ANM
M′,v .
Proof. By structural induction over ϕ .
• If ϕ is ⊥ or atomic, then the claim is immediate.
• ϕ := ψ ◦ χ , with ◦ ∈ {∧,&} and the claim holds for ψ and χ . It follows that
‖θ‖AM,v = ‖θ ∗‖
ANM
M′,v , for every v and with θ ∈ {ψ ,χ}: noting that these values
are 0 or idempotent elements the claim follows.
• ϕ :=ψ → χ and the claim holds for ψ and χ : it follows that ‖θ‖AM,v = ‖θ ∗‖
ANM
M′,v ,
for every v and with θ ∈ {ψ ,χ}. As previously noted, these values are idempo-
tent elements or 0. Since ϕ∗ := (ψ∗→ χ∗)2, an easy check shows that ‖ϕ‖AM,v =
‖ϕ∗‖ANMM′,v , for every v.
• ϕ := (∀x)ψ and the claim holds for ψ . We have that ‖ψ‖AM,w = ‖ψ∗‖
ANM
M′,w, for
every w: if there is w≡x v such that ‖ψ‖AM,w = 0, then the claim is immediate.
Suppose that ‖ψ‖AM,w > 0, for every w≡x v.
If ‖(∀x)ψ‖AM,v > 0, then ‖(∀x)ψ‖AM,v = ‖(∀x)ψ∗‖
ANM
M′,v = ‖((∀x)ψ∗)2‖
ANM
M′,v =
‖ϕ∗‖ANMM′,v .
If ‖(∀x)ψ‖AM,v = 0, then ‖(∀x)ψ∗‖
ANM
M′,v = f and ‖((∀x)ψ∗)2‖ANMM′,v = ‖ϕ∗‖ANMM′,v =
0.
Corollary 5. Let ϕ be a formula, A be a Go¨del chain. We have that
A |= ϕ iff ANM |= ϕ∗.
Proof. An easy consequence of Theorems 15 and 16.
Recall that a subset of [0,1] is complete if and only if it is compact with respect to
the order topology (see for example [SS95]). Now, in [BPZ07] it is showed that
Theorem 17 ([BPZ07]). Let A be a countable topologically closed subalgebra of
[0,1]G (i.e. a countable complete subalgebra of [0,1]G). Then TAUTA ∀ is not recur-
sively enumerable.
In our case, we have
Theorem 18. Let A be a countable topologically closed subalgebra of [0,1]NM (i.e. a
countable complete subalgebra of [0,1]NM). Then TAUTA ∀ is not recursively enumer-
able.
Proof. Let A be a countable complete subalgebra of [0,1]NM.
If A has negation fixpoint then, due to the observations of Remark 2, we can easily
find a countable complete Go¨del chain B such that BNM ≃A . From Theorem 16 we
have that ϕ ∈ TAUTB∀ if and only if ϕ∗ ∈ TAUTA ∀: since TAUTB∀ is not recursively
enumerable (Theorem 17), then the same holds for TAUTA ∀.
If A does not have negation fixpoint, from Theorem 15 we have that ϕ∗ ∈ TAUTA ∀
if and only if ϕ∗ ∈ TAUT
A f ∀, for every ϕ . Applying the argument of the previous case
to A f , we have the theorem.
Corollary 6. For A ∈ {NM∞,NM−∞ ,NM′∞}, TAUTA ∀ is not recursively enumerable.
Problem 1. Which is the arithmetical complexity of TAUTNM′−
∞
∀ ? Is it recursively
axiomatizable ?
3.1.1 Monadic fragments
In this section, we analyze the the (un)decidability status of the validity problem for
the monadic fragments associated to the complete subalgebras of [0,1]NM, as well as
the four infinite NM-chains hitherto discussed. Recall that in monadic first-order logic
the language contains unary predicates and no functions or constant symbols.
Let A be a subalgebra of [0,1]NM (or of [0,1]G): with monTAUTA ∀ we indicate
the monadic tautologies associated to A .
In [BCF07, theorem 1] it is showed that the monadic fragment of finite Go¨del
chains is decidable, but as noted in the subsequent remark, the proof applies to the
monadic fragments of arbitrary finite-valued logics. As a consequence we have
Theorem 19. Let A be a finite NM-chain: we have that monTAUTA ∀ is decidable.
However, for the infinite case the situation is more difficult; indeed
Theorem 20 ([BCF07]). Let A be an infinite complete subalgebra of [0,1]G: with the
possible exception of A = G↑, monTAUTA ∀ is undecidable.
Moving to the NM case, we obtain
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Theorem 21. Let A be an infinite complete subalgebra of [0,1]NM: with the possible
exception of A ∈ {NM∞,NM−∞ }, monTAUTA ∀ is undecidable.
Proof. Let A be a complete subalgebra of [0,1]NM, with A /∈ {NM∞,NM−∞ }.
If A has negation fixpoint then, due to the observations of Remark 2, we can easily
find a complete Go¨del chain B, subalgebra of [0,1]G, such that BNM ≃ A : since
A 6= NM∞ then B 6= G↑. From Theorem 16 we have that ϕ ∈ TAUTB∀ if and only if
ϕ∗ ∈ TAUTA ∀: since TAUTB∀ is undecidable (Theorem 20), then the same holds for
TAUTA ∀.
If A does not have negation fixpoint, from Theorem 15 we have that ϕ∗ ∈ TAUTA ∀
if and only if ϕ∗ ∈ TAUT
A f ∀, for every ϕ . Applying the argument of the previous case
to A f , we have the theorem.
Corollary 7. monTAUTNM′
∞
∀ is undecidable.
Problem 2. For A ∈ {NM∞,NM−∞ ,NM′
−
∞
}, is monTAUTA ∀ decidable ?
4 Open Problems
Inspired by the work done in [BPZ07, BCF07] for (first-order) Go¨del logics, in this
paper we investigated the first-order tautologies associated with particular NM-chains:
moreover, we have showed some decidability and undecidability results, for the full
logics and the monadic case.
Many questions are still open. The main one is the search for a full classification,
in analogy with the one done for Go¨del logics in [BPZ07, BCF07, Pre03], of the (ex-
istence of) first-order logics associated to the various subalgebras of [0,1]NM: for the
subalgebras whose set of first-order tautologies is not recursively axiomatizable, in-
stead, it could be studied its arithmetical complexity (for Go¨del logics this has been
done in [BPZ07, BCF07, Pre03, Ha´j10a, Ha´j10b, Ha´j05]). Another theme that has not
been analysed here concerns the (first-order) satisfiability problem about the subalge-
bras of [0,1]NM (for Go¨del logics this has been done in [BCP09]).
We now discuss two more technical (and specific) problems, previously introduced
in this paper.
Problem 1 is particularly interesting: if TAUTNM′−
∞
∀will result recursively axioma-
tizable, then the next step will be the search for a first-order logic complete with respect
to NM′−
∞
. This logic could be a relevant infinite-valued logic, because NM′−
∞
satisfies
the quantifiers shifting rules and hence we could work with formulas in prenex normal
form.
Finally, consider Problem 2: for NM′−
∞
, this is a particular case of Problem 1. In
the case in which A ∈ {NM∞,NM−∞ }, instead, the solution is strictly connected with
the analogous problem for Go¨del logic with the chain G↑.
Acknowledgements The author would like to thank to Professor Stefano Aguzzoli
for the suggestions, in particular concerning the translation from ϕ to ϕ∗ introduced in
Definition 2.
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